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The Challenge
CBRE was hired by the Owner of University Office Park
to devise a new long term leasing strategy for the office park. The subject building, the Rhodes Building, had
Key Information
been vacant for several years before CBRE took the assignment having previously been leased to the U.S. GenClient
Location
Topline
eral Services Administration (GSA), and occupied by the
Center for Disease Control and Prevention. At the time
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New Lease
CBRE was retained in 2013, the federal landscape was
LLC
FEMA
shrinking and the vacant asset was in need of significant
Consolidation
renovation in order to meet current federal leasing requirements. There was a need to find the perfect balance
of the right tenant and adequate economic deal terms to justify the necessary improvements to the asset. Additionally, the neighboring building
housed the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the security entrances to FEMA’s building land-locked the Rhodes Building. This
further complicated non-Government leasing and marketing efforts.

The Solution
CBRE’s Federal Lessor Advisory Group (FLAG) leveraged its relationships with the Government to track upcoming GSA space requirements and
timing in the market. CBRE FLAG then began marketing a full, newly-renovated building to the Government as a proximate consolidation solution for FEMA. Adapting to the changing Federal leasing landscape, CBRE FLAG was able to position its client to win a competitive replacement
lease for FEMA at the Rhodes Building while retaining a tenant in the office park. With a shrinking federal footprint as a looming challenge, CBRE
FLAG’s ability to provide a proactive solution ultimately yielded a great result for the client.

The Results
GSA consolidated 7 leases, including 2 leases directly with FEMA, for approximately 114,000 square feet into the Rhodes Building. The strategy
pursued by CBRE FLAG was successful in obtaining above-market rents, even as rental rates in this submarket were dropping and vacancy was
increasing. Additionally, the new FEMA lease at the Rhodes Building improved the parking and site plan for this section of the office park thus
enabling the CBRE leasing team to market the neighboring building without its access being restricted by any federal security improvements. This
allowed a true two-pronged, public and private sector leasing approach for the Owner at a location which was very favorable for the occupying
tenant agency.

